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Wow. Time flies, - five months of 2022 passed already and it certainly feels like we are starting to
return to some sense of normalcy following an unparalleled two years in history. We have all
learned many lessons no doubt since March 2020 and I, for one, know that I crave face to face
meetings, personal conversations and connections. I’ve been lucky in the last 4 - 6 weeks to start
returning to some of the towers downtown for in-person meetings with a few of our members, as
well as to facilitate other discussions, as the return to office work begins.
I was also fortunate to record my first podcast, in person..!, with our own CRTA Board Member Paul
Childerhose and Michael Barton representing Invest Northern Ireland (Invest NI). We spoke at
length about the value to our membership of the relationships that they can bring in terms of
connections coming from, and back to, the emerald isle. Having been lucky to work in London and
in Europe during my career, I find I generally look towards the financial institutions and Fin/Reg

Tech firms there to see what they are doing. Often they have more pressure to try new approaches
to regulation and face the challenges they bring, as European regulation supersedes us in many
facets; specifically in matters like privacy (with GDPR) and Open Banking where they are at least 5
years ahead of Canada. We hope to release the podcast in the next few weeks. Hope you enjoy it
and learn something new, take a listen…
Last month we saw OSFI update its guidance around Third Party Risk Management (B-10)
outsourcing agreements which now explicitly cover use of cloud service providers. Recognizing the
prevalence of cloud services and the necessity to create cloud specific guidance, OSFI expects
FRFIs to consider portability and optimizing interoperability when entering a third party
provider arrangement, With all the major Federally Regulated Financial Institutions (FRFIs) on a
cloud journey for data and analytics, or multiple cloud journeys, this is an important change to
governing third party risks. Like the recent SEC stance on cybersecurity governance, OSFI has
also put emphasis on effective governance into the guideline. Data in the cloud has become very
much part of our day to day lives, with the plethora of photos we take, amount of music and video
we consume and the information we store no longer constrained by printed media. Cybersecurity
risk is front of mind for many and drives a need for clear roles and responsibilities as well as strong
processes to both manage and mitigate the associated risks within FRFIs. I am sure we will see
and hear more about this in the months ahead. There was a further OSFI announcement that the
scope of E-23 will now be expanded to tackle the emerging risks associated with increasing use of
advanced analytics approaches, including Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
models. A consultation will be launched next March (2023) with target implementation by June
2024. It's certain that more practical approaches are now required for Model Risk Management as
the models become increasing complex and less transparent.
Let me end where I started. On June 23rd, you’ll have an opportunity to mingle our members and
advisory team at our first in person event since January 2020. Great opportunity to catch up on
RegTech developments and share perspectives. Watch our social channels on LinkedIn and Twitter
for news and updates!
Let’s hope for a good summer ahead.
Matt
Matt Fowler
Board Director, CRTA
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In a snippet from this recent session, the panel discusses some of the drivers impacting organizations
and how technology is being used to scale KYC programs, improve customer experience, and advance
compliance processes and effectiveness. Led by Sue-Ling Yip, Partner from KPMG Canada and with
Sheila Chau, VP Solutions Engineering, Mako Fintech, Kendall McMenamon, CTO & Co-Founder, Four
Eyes Financial, Jay Meier, SVP North American Operations, Subject Matter Expert in Biometrics & IAM,
WATCH HERE
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Allison Hawkins has penned an insightful article exclusive to the CRTA.
Read it here on the CRTA website.
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Since 2008, Collibra has been uniting organizations by delivering trusted data for every use, for every
user, and across every source. The firm's Data Intelligence Cloud brings flexible governance, continuous
quality and built-in privacy to all types of data. The Global 2000 relies on Collibra to create the critical
alignment that accelerates workflows and delivers better results faster. Founded in Europe, the firm has a
diverse global footprint, with offices in the U.S., Belgium, Australia, Czech Republic, France, Poland, the
U.K and Canada. Learn more from Trevor Trodd - Canadian Country Manager
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RSVP NOW TO SAVE YOUR SEAT !
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On June 13th, 12:00 - 1:00pm EST - Join the Canadian RegTech Association, Invest Northern
Ireland, Export Development Canada, and Quadra Consulting to learn more about doing business in the
UK & EU, the support available to Canadian Regtech companies, and the growing importance of ISO
Certifications for Regtech companies.
RSVP by June 10th to: Michael.Barton@investni.com or paul@canadianregtech.ca
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NEW PODCAST
Founder series - Discussion with
Emmanuel Cohen, Armadillo Group

Join CRTA Strategic Advisor Myron Milla-Dare as
he speaks with Emmanuel Cohen, CEO and
Founder, Armadillo Group, about his journey
building up the company into a leader in KYC and
due diligence processes.
Listen here on the CRTA website.

STAY TUNED - UPCOMING PODCASTS
"RegTech Without Borders ", with CRTA Board
Members Matt Fowler and Paul Childerhose, and
Michael Barton from Northern Ireland Invest.

CURRENT PODCASTS
See all current podcasts at RegTech Round Up
Also available at your favorite podcast providers
including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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Member firms leadership in the spotlight:

See what other members have been up to recently:
InvestorCom partners with RIA to release RolloverAnalyzer
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Members' thought leadership articles / podcasts:
CUBE video - ESG and Climate Change RIsk : The Race to Regulation

COMPLIANCE.AI webinar - Risk Management in the Age of AI : how it reduces and
introduces risk
Alveo whitepaper - Market Data in the Cloud
Quantexa - CEO interview on the biggest mistakes companies make when it comes to fraud
fighting technology
AIP podcast - Episode 5 Interview with Private AI CEO Patricia Thaine
Norton Rose Fulbright - How Not to Feel Less Overwhelmed with Legal Tech
TD Securities Podcast - Heavyweights in mining weigh in on current trends impacting the
sector
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June 15
This webinar discusses the security of crypto investing. We ask how safe is your money and examine the
key trends and techniques fraudsters use and how this affects banking customers, both crypto holders
and non-crypto holders. Join Sionic experts Nikhil Gandesha, Gareth Evans, Kurt Drozd plus other
industry experts for this one-hour webinar. Register here.

May 17
Regulations and Cryptocurrency
The world of digital assets and regulations is rapidly evolving all over the world. Join Kayvan Alikhani,
Jeffrey Smith and James Phillips to get the latest definitions, trends and perspective. Register here.

June 22
The first session of "flinks Engage" is a discussion between Flinks and Provenir on how intelligent
financial services have evolved—and where they’re going next. Register here.
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CRTA is proud to have such innovative firms in the community. If you are a CRTA member and
would like to share am event in the news, a new technology or thought leadership in the RegTech
Exclusive, contact us here!

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM

OSFI releases draft version of Guideline B-15: Climate Risk Management for consultation. Open
for comment until August 19, 2022.
OSFI will expand the scope of Guideline E-23 Model Risk Management and release a draft in
March 2023 for consultation
An In Focus interview with OSFI Superintendent Peter Routledge
Network for Greening the Financial System speaks with Vice-Superintendent Jamey Hubbs
Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada signs information-sharing agreement with the data
protection authority of Abu Dhabi

CRYPTO ASSETS

ESG

BoE discusses impact of CBDCs on its balance

The MAS publishes several information papers
on environmental risk management for banks,

sheet

insurers, and asset managers
BIS to release 2nd consultation paper on
prudential treatment of banks' cryptoasset
exposures."

SEC publishes new rules for disclosures by ESG

BIS release discussion paper on blockchain
scalability and the fragmentation of crypto

BoE remarks on results of testing on banks'

funds

capital to include climate risk

MARKETS
OSFI publishes guideline on CDOR transition
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If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here. Cancel anytime.

Have questions or suggestions on The RegTech Exclusive ? Click here to contact us

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."
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